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Text SD 8: Spirit, soul, body - structure of man and his life tasks correspond to each other. 

 
From the spiritual point of view the human being consists of a divine core (God spark, light 
spark), a spirit soul (soul) surrounding him and a material body, which in turn consists of 
different layers or partial bodies. In contrast to the material view, the spirit is not a function of 
the body, but conversely the body is a function of the spirit.   
 
 "We all have a part of the Primordial Light of God within us, and the Primordial Light of God 
is the personality sheath of the Creator, because even the Creator cannot divide Himself as a 
person, as the holiest, most spiritual person. This should already be clear to you. In the spark 
of God, germs are anchored, with all the attributes in a similar form as God Himself has. And 
what he has released is our life, the life of the whole spiritual creation. And it is said in various 
spiritual writings: Myriads ... of primordial sparks of light God has scattered to create life, I-
conscious life" (Weidner 2000a:60). 
 
According to Weidner (1999:79), it is crucial to release the "walled-up spark of God," that is, 
the divine core. "'Ultimately, all energies vibrate around the God spark.' This gravitation, this 
point of attraction, the God spark, that is it, which you should get free first of all! At least piece 
by piece, partially, that it shines through you, then you will recognize your errors much more 
strongly and in a much larger environment" (Weidner 1999:79). Thereby the soul forms 
something like "the envelopment of the spark of God" (Weidner 1999:91).  
 
In this process, the spark of God cannot be formed, but it can "become sheathed, walled, 
impenetrable" (Weidner 2002b:58) through apostasy from God. One goal of life is to build 
back this sheathing, to dismantle it, and to allow the spark of God to come into full operation. 
Thereby not the God-spark is bound to the being, but the being is bound to the God-spark (cf. 
Weidner 2002b:58). 
 
The God spark or divine core is like a diamond: polished it reflects the light of God - it is 
surrounded by the Christ light. The God spark is in closest relationship to God, the Christ light 
(the soul) has a light bridge to Jesus Christ. If we are centered in the God spark and the Christ 
light, healing happens for the whole body. 
 
In this, "the kingdom of heaven ... is within you" (Weidner 2001a:119). " 'You are gods,' goes 
one saying, and it is true! For you have the living spark of God within you, and it is in all our 
lives. It is not the soul that is our life, it is the shell of the spark of God, but the spark of God is 
our life. We are God-like creatures, coming forth from him, returning to him, in order to be 
able to live eternally blissfully in his unity" (Weidner 2001a:119). 
 
The spirit, that is, the spark of God "is a part of the Creator's original light; and this wants to 
return to its unity" (Weidner 2003a:123). Only our free will prevents us from returning to the 
unity with the Creator's primordial light (cf. Weidner 2003a:123).  
 

One could refer the likeness of God to the God-spark of man (cf. Weidner 1986:28): "Are you 
now a likeness of God? In the spirit, that is, in the spark of God, yes, in the soul, no. ... ... 
Because with your soul power, which you have received from Christ via your spiritual parents, 
you have changed the God-ordained soul plan pre-drawn in you to your disadvantage - and 
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this with your then still completely free will, despite the warning. Or in other words: the child 
of God has not lived and worked according to God's will, but has gone his own ways. Ways 
which the divine wisdom has not marked out, ways which creatures fallen away from God 
suggested to you in their arrogance and egoism of creation. You reached for it and rejected 
the unifying planning. Therefore your origin is unclear to you. And by your repeated 
transgressions against the love laws of God your soul structure planned by God is changed in 
such a way that way, aim, sense and purpose of your earthly existence appear to you so 
confused and strange" (Weidner 1986:28/29). 
 
"Man, or rather spirit being, is good by creation, for God our Father created us all relatively 
like Him, so that we are all images of God, but relative, i.e. conditional. We were all pure at 
creation, but not perfect, have fallen, and must strive upward again. Here let us cite the words 
of Jesus, which he cried out to all of us: 'Become perfect like your Father in heaven!'" (Weidner 
1988:163/164). 
 
"Almost every earthly person has a small sum of good qualities that cost him no effort at all, 
that are, as you say, 'in his nature.' These are the visible results of the good that has become 
true knowledge to him. Apart from this small sum of what has already been acquired or 
known, every upwardly striving person has a larger sum of truths which he recognizes, that is, 
which his reason accepts as good and true and which his spirit soul wants to appropriate with 
a more or less strong will" (Weidner 2011:213). 
 
"God spark and spirit soul originate from God and also Christ, respectively. The earthly body 
originates from the soul principle of the earthly nature. God's spark and the spirit soul live 
together in eternal communion of love. If you therefore turn to God out of innermost 
consciousness, then a flame of love light flares up in you, which shows you the way. You should 
not turn to God only once, but again and again, daily many, many times, after every 
temptation! Christ famously said, 'Temptations cannot be removed from this world.' Again 
and again you should raise the center of consciousness to God! Always you should ask for help, 
and it will be granted to you" (Weidner 2010:211). 
 
"Know that the soul is connected with the spirit in the body. They are both two breaths of air. 
One is of heavenly origin, the other of earthly origin. The spirit is a heavenly breath and comes 
from the breath of divine life. The soul, on the other hand, is an earthly breath, originating 
from the breath of life that the earth possesses" (Al-Ḥakīm at-Tirmiḏī 1992:35). 
 
"The soul is a knowing substance. When you have known yourself, you have known it, and this 
substance permeates all of life. But first you must find your soul, your true self. You must 
discover who and what you are - only then will you stand on the threshold of the WAY" (Feild 
1977:167). 
 
The Christian mystic Meister Eckehart (1973:14) writes about the nature of the soul: "But what 
is the nature of the soul? Certainty. And this nature is so immeasurable that it cares so little 
about space as if it were not there at all. ... The other power is called reason. It is so noble that 
if it is to understand the highest good, which is God Himself, all other powers must serve it 
according to their capacity. The third power is called will. This power is so noble that it 
commands and forbids, depending on how it wants, so what it does not want, it is free and 
free". And further: "Now notice how the soul can come to its highest perfection: When God is 
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carried into the soul, then a divine source of love springs up in the soul, which drives the soul 
back into God, so that man may work nothing but spiritual things" (Eckehart 1973:15). 
 
Therefore - according to the Muslim theologian Sanāʼī - "one has to work day and night to 
plow and cleanse the field of the soul" (Schimmel 1975:107, translation from English by CJ). 
 
"Our Lord went into the temple and drove out those who were buying and selling, and said to 
the dove-crowders, 'Do away with this!' By this he meant that he wanted the temple clean, 
just as if he were saying, 'I have a right to this temple and will have dominion in it alone.' The 
temple, in which God wants to have full power to rule, is the soul of man, which he created 
like himself. Therefore God wants this temple to be pure, so that not the least thing more is 
in it than he alone" (Eckehart 1973:51). "Jesus had entered the temple and drove out those 
who were buying and selling. Behold, now there was none in the temple of the soul but Jesus 
alone. But if anyone else wants to speak in that temple, Jesus is silent. He is no longer at home 
in such a soul, because it has strange guests with whom it wants to talk. The soul must be 
silent if it wants to hear Jesus speak. Now what does Jesus speak in the soul? He speaks what 
he is. He is a word of the Father. In this word the Father speaks himself and all divine nature. 
... Then Jesus reveals himself in the soul as wisdom. When this wisdom unites with the soul, 
all doubt, confusion and darkness is taken away and it is transferred into a pure clear light, 
which is God Himself. Then God is recognized by God in the soul. And so it recognizes itself 
and all things with this wisdom. With this same wisdom, the soul also recognizes the fatherly 
glory in its begetting elemental power and the original being in a unified unity in which there 
is no difference" (Eckehart 1973:53/54). 
 
"Man is ... not what he seems, ... but he is what the Creator has made in him in His image. No 
matter how far away he is from the Creator, he remains that, and so the Creator still sees his 
child, his creature" (Weidner 2007a:58). 
 
"I have a power in my soul that is receptive to God's all. I am as certain of it as I am alive that 
no thing is so near to me as God. God is nearer to me than I am to myself; all my being depends 
on God being near and present to me" (Eckehart 1973:58). "If the soul is to know God, it must 
also forget itself and must lose itself. As long as it still sees and recognizes itself, it does not 
see and recognize God. If it loses itself to God and leaves all things, it finds itself in God again, 
because it recognizes God. And then it recognizes itself and all things, from which it has 
divorced itself, in God's perfection" (Eckehart 1973:60). 
 
"All beings created by God [possess] from the first moment of being until eternity their own 
personal radiation to be developed to the good, positive and up to perfection" (Weidner 
2005a:130). 
 
The human being is composed of different bodies, which consist of different wavelengths (cf. 
Weidner 2002c:67/68). Essential, however, is the God spark: "The God spark is to control the 
revival, so in other words, the God spark is to control the imperishable resurrection body. The 
God spark controls the resurrection body into the transfigured state, and this transfigured 
state is also to have an effect on the causal body, on the incorruptible body, that is, on the 
total moment of all that remains alive in you. This is awakening in the spiritual sense. You are 
to awaken your innermost being, awaken in the sense that you once know that your innermost 
being can overcome your outer thinking and that it even once penetrates your daytime 
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consciousness that such a thing exists. The awakening begins with the recognition of the 
transient part, the so-called gross material body, the etheric body, the emotional body and 
the mind body; this is the awakening from the waking state, from your state, which you can 
comprehend because you feel this situation" (Weidner 2002c:68). According to this view, on 
the one hand there is the immortal, eternal body, consisting of the God spark and the causal 
body, and on the other hand there is the perishable body, i.e. the physical body, the etheric 
body, the emotional body and the mental body. Thereby the two views, i.e. the perishable 
part and the eternal part are to be kept strictly apart in consciousness (cf. Weidner 2002c:69).  
 
Elsewhere, Weidner (2002a:44) named five bodies: mental body, causal body, astral body, 
etheric body and material body.  
 
"Man consists of spirit, soul and his material body. That which is visible to man is the material 
body, and this has the task of housing his spirit and soul" (Weidner 1987:36). "The spirit in 
connection with the soul builds itself after its image and after the available abilities its body" 
(Weidner 1987:36). 
 
Thereby we should always observe our "lower realms" from the spiritual realm, keep them 
under control. The spiritual realm should be continuously expanded. 
 
Man is structurally "built like mother earth: in his spiritual principle ... he is an image of God" 
(Weidner 1992:23). Thus, man on earth is, so to speak, "a combination of mother earth and 
her and your creator - he is the father of us all" (Weidner 1992:23). 
 
An interesting aspect represents the hypothesis that young people who are plagued by life 
fears or depressions have, so to speak, taken on too much before they were incarnated on 
earth: "Most young human brothers and sisters have gone to this earth with a program which 
was set too high under certain conditions. ... In a certain way it is reflected too little by those 
human brothers and sisters, it falls into oblivion..." (Weidner 1999:83). These people "come 
from another dimension which gave them a lot of hope - when they looked down from above 
and lived in a positive vibrational level - but which is pulled down to the vibrational level of 
Lucifer by the incarnation and does not find the appropriate echo in matter" (Weidner 
1999:83). Because people have no resistance in the hereafter, they take on too much when 
they come to earth (cf. Weidner 1999:85). 
 
Thereby one must assert oneself on earth "in the school of life ..., ... without transgressions, 
without causing damage to the brother, to the sister, because these already fall back on you, 
and life becomes all the more difficult" (Weidner 1999:84). 
 
One can distinguish a "higher I" and a "little I": "The 'little I' should be controlled by the 'higher 
I'. And this 'higher I' purposefully gives the direction contained in the spark of God, 
straightforwardly points out the way and incessantly continues it 'closer my God, to you'!" 
(Weidner 1992:186). Thereby applies: "The 'higher I' observes 'the small I' from the 'God spark' 
and checks all stirrings of the body, the body reactions, but also the soul reactions in their 
course!" (Weidner 1992:188). According to Weidner (1992:238), there is still a "super-ego" or 
a "super-self" above the higher ego. This superego is of little relevance to less developed earth 
humans. But the superego is "the state of personal perfection of a beingness" (Weidner 
1992:238). "The Creator created all creatures with the attributes of love, free will, and reason, 
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pure but not perfect. He has created germs into the so-called light spark = spirit = God-like 
image, which the spirit being is to develop, and which is to mature to the personal perfection. 
If this is reached by the spirit being, then the plan of the creator is fulfilled, and it enters in 
union with other, likewise perfect spirit beings into the relationship to the creator. This is the 
meaning of the words 'superego' or 'superself'. Unfortunately, almost no one achieves this 
perfection on earth as an earthly human being. Unless, as Jesus put it, he has 'come from 
above'" (Weidner 1992:238). 
 
"Only about 20 percent of the spiritual life, or better said of the spiritually conscious life, is 
perceived by you in your small I-consciousness, and everything else, that is about 80%, in the 
'Higher I-consciousness'! From this it is clear that the 'Higher I-Consciousness' is guiding and 
leading for you!" (Weidner 1982a:65/66). 
 
"To all questions, to all motives, to all difficulties, the Higher I-Consciousness knows godly 
answers!" (Weidner 1982a:132). And: "The more the Higher I-Consciousness comes through 
the spirit soul, the more you can call spiritually high things - I called patience, love, wisdom, 
love of truth and the like more - your own!" (Weidner 1982a:147). Basically, the higher I-
consciousness gives - via the small day-consciousness - "with God-ordained plan-realization" 
the body strength, health and a younger appearance (see Weidner 1982a:168).  
 
But what is the soul? "The soul, seen as a totality, is a subtle spiritual energy structure, 
comparable to a - earthly expressed - delicate reticular tissue. This fluid structure is of an 
extremely sensitive nature and easily impressionable or imprintable" (Weidner 1986:29). 
Thereby the soul is "a very sensitive, delicate net with an easily soluble odkraft. It registers all 
processes on the subjects and objects you observe. You notice something, your soul perceives 
this, therefore it is attached to it and thereby triggers sensations and feelings in you, 
depending on the nature of your adequate stage of development to the subject or object. If 
the subject is a child of God, it radiates towards you what you also feel. ... If the soul is 
developed according to God, it will bear or control the intensity of this adequate attraction. 
By this the trained observer recognizes the maturity and strength of his soul. Strong, 
courageous and God-willing souls have to endure continuous inner and outer struggles, 
because they consciously face every situation of life coming towards them. Their threshold of 
sensation and feeling ranges from deep inner emotion with tears of joy to the innermost cry 
for help to God. Small, fearful, weak, powerless souls try to avoid everywhere, they take the 
path of least resistance. They are fickle, despondent and indecisive, defending their 
wrongdoings with pre-programmed excuses and excuses. In their decisions they are 
procrastinating, postponing, because they have not yet learned to mobilize soul forces for the 
constructive, the God-willed, in short for their soul growth" (Weidner 1986:36/37). 
 
Thereby there are different "soul states or soul dresses in the soul, which work in a 
dependence relationship to and from each other" (Weidner 1986:30). Thereby the soul also 
possesses a - conditional - consciousness (cf. Weidner 1986:30). It is important: "Pay attention 
to the life expressions of your soul, these are your sensations and feelings!" (Weidner 
1986:31). Accordingly, "When you ... have become more mature and self-critical of your soul 
sensations and feelings, I advise you to do the following: Give yourself an account of your state 
of soul and pay attention non-stop to both your emotional feelings and their causes and acting 
circumstances!" (Weidner 1986:34). Because the sensations and feelings are expression of the 
current state of the soul. The practiced observer recognizes from the respective soul vibration 
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"the state of maturity of the captured and freer soul, the dark and bright radiation of the light 
from the soul aura" (Weidner 1986:35). And: "States of soul in people, which the sharply 
trained observer's eye perceives by the radiant eyes, the harmonious facial expression, by 
friendliness, clarity and purposeful affirmation of life, reveal a conscious soul freed from the 
burden of captivity" (Weidner 1986:35). 
 
Every fixation and every bias represents an aberration, and every preconceived opinion 
represents a circumvention of the Higher I-consciousness-and of the spiritual leaders (cf. 
Weidner 1982a:161). Because we do not know how the will of God is set in motion through 
the spheres of consciousness, we complicate the work of the Higher I-Consciousness and the 
guardian spirit by preconceived opinions and ideas (cf. Weidner 1982a:161/162). 
  
We should no longer take our small I-day consciousness as our personality, but turn to our 
Higher I-Consciousness and to our guardian angel (cf. Weidner 1982a:165). 
 
"The body has been built up by you as a spirit being before incarnation in such a way, with all 
the burdens, with all the abilities and with all your health concerns, which you had at the time 
of your earthly birth in the spirit soul, i.e. in you. If the spirit being is purer - that is, with fewer 
burdens - it will build a more harmonious body and thus will not have certain difficulties in 
earthly life. If it has more burdens, it will accordingly have difficulties from the ground up in 
earth life with health. And something else, something very important: If the spiritual being 
strives intensively on the spiritual way to God in spite of its burdens or less burdens, then it 
also gets certain things in front of it, which were planned for another earth life. But because 
it is of good will and can thereby save itself the future earth life or material life, this is also 
already built in this time, and for the burdens, so that they are bearable - and only the higher 
leading spirit beings know this - bearable possibilities are created in this earth life. If 
developments, thus energies are already present and these were transacted, positively used, 
the consciousness threshold area is already trained on it" (Weidner 2007a:72). 
 
The structure of the human being as divine core, spirit soul and body serves to fulfill our life 
tasks: That is, to spiritualize ourselves, to help other people in their development and to 
approach God. 
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